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From eigenstate to Hamiltonian: Prospects for ergodicity and localization
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This paper addresses the so-called inverse problem which consists in searching for (possibly mul-
tiple) parent target Hamiltonian(s), given a single quantum state as input. Starting from Ψ0, an
eigenstate of a given local Hamiltonian H0, we ask whether or not there exists another parent
Hamiltonian HP for Ψ0, with the same local form as H0. Focusing on one-dimensional quantum
disordered systems, we extend the recent results obtained for Bose-glass ground states [M. Dupont
and N. Laflorencie, Phys. Rev. B 99, 020202(R) (2019)] to Anderson localization, and the many-
body localization (MBL) physics occurring at high energy. We generically find that any localized
eigenstate is a very good approximation for an eigenstate of a distinct parent Hamiltonian, with an
energy variance σ2P(L) = 〈H2P〉Ψ0 − 〈HP〉2Ψ0 vanishing as a power law of system size L. This decay
is microscopically related to a chain-breaking mechanism, also signalled by bottlenecks of vanish-
ing entanglement entropy. A similar phenomenology is observed for both Anderson and MBL. In
contrast, delocalized ergodic many-body eigenstates uniquely encode the Hamiltonian in the sense
that σ2P(L) remains finite at the thermodynamic limit, i.e., L→ +∞. As a direct consequence, the
ergodic-MBL transition can be very well captured from the scaling of σ2P(L).
I. INTRODUCTION
Engineering trial wave functions to capture relevant
quantum physical phenomena is often the first step in
understanding them. It is also the basis of variational
approaches where only a handful of free parameters need
to be optimized or fitted in order to accurately repro-
duce observations. This approach has proven very suc-
cessful in condensed matter, with the famous examples
of the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory of superconduc-
tivity [1] and the Laughlin wave function used to explain
the fractional quantum Hall effect [2], to cite but a few.
The next step is to ensure that such an ansatz is indeed
a good approximation of the actual ground state of the
microscopic model describing the many-body system, or
more generally to find a parent Hamiltonian for which
the trial state would be the ground state.
Typically, given a quantum state Ψ0, finding a par-
ent Hamiltonian HP with reasonable physical origin and
properties such as locality and pairwise interactions is
a tremendous task. There is no guarantee of existence
or uniqueness for that parent Hamiltonian, and one usu-
ally satisfies oneself with Ψ0 being a decent approxima-
tion of an eigenstate of HP, if not the exact one. The
quality of the approximation can be quantified in vari-
ous ways: by the overlap of the trial state with the exact
ground state of the parent Hamiltonian (which can be
computed for small system sizes by means of exact di-
agonalization for instance) or by measuring the energy
variance σ2P = 〈H2P〉Ψ0 − 〈HP〉2Ψ0 ≥ 0, equal to zero if
Ψ0 is an eigenstate of HP, although not necessarily its
ground state.
In this paper, we are interested in the properties of
parent Hamiltonians for one-dimensional disordered sys-
tems. In particular, starting from an exact eigenstate
Ψ0 — ground and excited states are considered — of a
disordered many-body Hamiltonian H0, characterized by
its disorder configuration, we ask if there exists another
parent Hamiltonian HP for Ψ0, which would only differ
from the original Hamiltonian by its disorder configura-
tion. Because we start from an exact eigenstate, this task
is related to the following question: Can a given eigen-
state code for a unique local Hamiltonian? Recent studies
have shown that the answer is generically positive [3], and
holds in particular for eigenstates of disordered Hamilto-
nians, provided they satisfy the eigenstate thermalization
hypothesis (ETH) [4]. Some of the authors of the cur-
rent paper have provided strong numerical evidences that
this statement no longer holds for localized many-body
ground states [5], for instance describing the Bose-glass
state [6, 7], even if one requires the parent Hamiltonian
to keep the same local form. Here, we extend this study
by considering both ground and excited states for vari-
ous one-dimensional disordered models, addressing both
Anderson [8] and many-body localization (MBL) prob-
lems [9–11].
We first investigate the random-field spin-half XY
model in one dimension, which can be mapped to a dis-
ordered free-fermion model, and exhibits Anderson lo-
calization [12] at all energy densities. Because of the
free-fermion nature of the Hamiltonian, fairly large sys-
tem sizes L ∼ 103 can be accessed numerically. We
then turn our attention to the interacting counterpart
of the previous model, namely, the random-field spin-1/2
Heisenberg chain. The ground state of this model is al-
ways localized in the presence of disorder [6, 13], and this
quantum phase of matter is known as Bose glass [6, 7].
However, at finite energy density there exists a mobil-
ity edge between a thermal and localized phase [14–17].
The presence of interaction makes the numerical study
much more challenging, and we are able to access via
the exact shift-invert method [16, 18] system sizes up to
L = 22 spins. In both cases, we base our approach on
the “eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian” method, whose central
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2object is the covariance matrix [3, 19]. Given a target
space of Hamiltonians, the method aims at finding a set
of parameters — a disorder configuration in our case —
minimizing the energy variance σ2P of the input state with
respect to the new Hamiltonian.
In Sec. II, we define the models and the eigenstate-
to-Hamiltonian reconstruction method which simply re-
quires the knowledge of two-point correlators. We then
address the simple problem of a one-dimensional Ander-
son insulator in Sec. III for which ground and excited
states are investigated. In both cases, a power-law de-
cay of the smallest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
is found, with a disorder-dependent exponent. The asso-
ciated parent Hamiltonians display sharp spatial features
at the special sites where the bipartite entanglement is
locally minimal, and spins close to being perfectly aligned
or anti-aligned with the local field. Using numerics and
analytical calculations on a toy model, we explore this
behavior which, upon increasing the system size results
in chain breaks in the thermodynamic limit, thus pro-
viding a natural description of the parent Hamiltonians.
We further investigate in Sec. IV the more complex sit-
uation of disorder and interaction at high-energy using
state-of-the-art exact diagonalization techniques. Quite
remarkably, the transition from the ergodic to the so-
called many-body localized regime can be captured from
the behavior of the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of the
covariance matrix: finite in the ergodic phase, and power-
law vanishing in the MBL regime. Both phases are ana-
lytically understood, with again the remarkable trend for
the chain to break in the MBL regime, thus providing a
simple picture akin to that of Anderson localization. Fi-
nally, we summarize our conclusions in Sec. V. Additional
details are provided in Appendexes.
II. MODELS AND DEFINITIONS
A. The random-field XXZ models
In this paper, we focus on the paradigmatic one-
dimensional XXZ Hamiltonian describing L interacting
spins S = 1/2 in a local random magnetic field hi, drawn
from a uniform distribution ∈ [−h, h], with h character-
izing the disorder strength,
H0 =
L−1∑
i=1
Sxi S
x
i+1 +S
y
i S
y
i+1 +∆S
z
i S
z
i+1 +
L∑
i=1
hiS
z
i . (2.1)
We use open boundary conditions. This model can be
recasted into interacting spinless fermions in a random
potential through a Jordan-Wigner transformation, and
at ∆ = 0, the system is equivalent to free fermions which
are Anderson localized for any finite disorder strength
h 6= 0. For later convenience, the above Hamiltonian can
be written in the following form, H0 =
∑L−1
i=1 hi,i+1 +∑L
i=1 hiS
z
i , where the first term represents the pairwise
spin-spin couplings acting on the L−1 bonds of the open
chain, and the second one is a sum of L on-site random
field terms. The above model (2.1) has been intensely
studied in the past, owing to its localization properties
in the ground state [6, 20–22], as well as more recently as
a paradigmatic example for the MBL problem for highly
excited states [9–11].
B. Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian construction
Starting from an input state Ψ0, an eigenstate of the
Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (2.1) for a given disorder con-
figuration {hi}, we aim at building another parent Hamil-
tonian HP for Ψ0, by minimizing the energy variance
σ2P = 〈Ψ0|H2P|Ψ0〉 − 〈Ψ0|HP|Ψ0〉2, (2.2)
and thus making Ψ0 a good approximation of an actual
eigenstate of HP. We define and constrain the target
space for the possible HP to be of the same form as the
original Hamiltonian (2.1), i.e,
HP = x0
L−1∑
i=1
hi,i+1 +
L∑
i=1
xiS
z
i , (2.3)
where the (L + 1)-dimensional vector x = (x0, . . . , xL)
T
contains the new parameters (real numbers) of the parent
Hamiltonian (2.3). Further simplifying the notations by
writing HP =
∑L
i=0 xiOi allows us to express the energy
variance (2.2) as
σ2P =
L∑
i=0
L∑
j=0
xixj
[
〈OiOj〉 − 〈Oi〉〈Oj〉
]
= xT Cx, (2.4)
where C is the so-called covariance matrix with entries
Cij = 〈OiOj〉 − 〈Oi〉〈Oj〉, and where the expectation
value is taken over the input state Ψ0. From Eq. (2.4), it
is clear that if x is an eigenvector of C with zero eigen-
value, the set of parameters contained in x defines a
parent Hamiltonian HP for which the initial input state
Ψ0 is an exact eigenstate. We note and sort in as-
cending order the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix,
e1 ≤ ...ej ... ≤ eL+1, with corresponding eigenvectors xj .
Both the total magnetization operator Sztot =
∑
i S
z
i and
H0 itself commute withH0. Hence, the kernel of C is two-
dimensional with its first two eigenvalues e1 = e2 = 0.
Therefore, we focus on the first non-trivial eigenvalue of
the covariance matrix, e3.
C. Covariance matrix
For the target space of parent Hamiltonians considered
in this paper (2.3), the covariance matrix entries Cij =
〈OiOj〉Ψ0 − 〈Oi〉Ψ0〈Oj〉Ψ0 can be expressed in a simple
form, only involving two-body spin correlations. Indeed,
3using the fact that O0 = H0−
∑L
i=1 hiS
z
i and Oi = S
z
i if
i > 0, the matrix elements can be simplified to
C00 =
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=1
hihj
(
〈Szi Szj 〉 − 〈Szi 〉〈Szj 〉
)
,
C0j = Cj0 = −
L∑
i=1
hi
(
〈Szi Szj 〉 − 〈Szi 〉〈Szj 〉
)
,
Cij = Cji = 〈Szi Szj 〉 − 〈Szi 〉〈Szj 〉 (i 6= j 6= 0),
Cii =
1
4
− 〈Szi 〉2 (i 6= 0), (2.5)
where the expectation value is evaluated over the input
state Ψ0. These correlation functions can easily be com-
puted in numerical simulations and are used in practice
to evaluate the entries of the covariance matrix C.
III. NON-INTERACTING ANDERSON
LOCALIZATION
We first address the one-dimensional random-field
spin-half XY model described by the Hamiltonian (2.1)
at ∆ = 0. Through a Jordan-Wigner transformation, it
can be mapped to non-interacting spinless fermions on a
chain,
HAnd. =
L−1∑
i=1
1
2
(
c†i ci+1 + H.c.
)
+
L∑
i=1
hic
†
i ci, (3.1)
where c†i (ci) is a fermionic creation (annihilation) op-
erator and the random variables hi act as a disordered
potential. Working in the zero magnetization sector in
the spin language (half-filling for fermions), we define the
energy density above the ground state,
 = (E − Emin)
/
(Emax − Emin), (3.2)
with Emin and Emax the extremal eigenenergies of the
Hamiltonian describing the system. We focus on  = 0
(ground state) as well as  = 0.5 (center of the spectrum)
in the following.
A. Exact diagonalization results
Covariance matrix.— Once the free-fermion Hamilto-
nian (3.1) is numerically diagonalized, we readily obtain
the spectrum {ei}i=1,..., L+1 of C using the substitution
Szi = c
†
i ci − 1/2 in Eq. (2.5). As already discussed,
the first non-trivial non-zero eigenvalue of C is e3. Its
value averaged over ≈ 104 disordered samples is shown
in Fig. 1 (top panels) for a few representative values of
the disorder strength h. One clearly sees a power-law
decay of the form
e3 ∝ L−α(h), (3.3)
h 1 2 3 4 5
α=0 2.05(1) 2.47(1) 3.10(1) 3.56(1) 3.88(1)
α=0.5 2.05(1) 2.24(1) 2.61(1) 2.93(1) 3.20(1)
TABLE I. Decay exponent α(h) of the third eigenvalue e3 of
the covariance matrix, as defined in Eq. (3.3), estimated at
energy densities  = 0 and  = 0.5 for a few representative
values of h shown in Fig. 1.
with a disorder-dependent exponent α(h), growing with
h and reported in Table I. All eigenfunctions of (3.1) are
localized for any h 6= 0. Using such localized eigenstates
|Ψloc〉 as an input states yields a vanishing variance e3
when L→ +∞, a feature already observed for the zero-
temperature interacting Bose-glass problem [5]. There-
fore, we expect |Ψloc〉 to be a fairly good approximant of
an eigenstate of the associated parent Hamiltonian HP,
encoded in the corresponding eigenvector x3 of C. This
becomes increasingly true for growing disorder strength
and system size.
Parent Hamiltonians.— The first relevant feature con-
cerns the parent energy associated with |Ψloc〉,
EP = 〈Ψloc|HP|Ψloc〉. (3.4)
In terms of energy density measured above the ground-
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FIG. 1. Top: Power-law decay of the disordered average third
eigenvalue e3 of the covariance matrix, plotted as a function
of the inverse system length 1/L for  = 0 (left) and  = 0.5
(right). Various representative disorder strengths h are shown
[see also Table I for an estimate of the decay exponents as
defined in Eq. (3.3)]. Bottom: Distribution of the parent
energy density P for input states |Ψloc〉 at (c)  = 0 and (d)
 = 0.5. Data are shown at h = 3 for different system sizes L.
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FIG. 2. Typical disordered free-fermion chain of L = 128 sites with h = 5: ground-state ( = 0, left, e3 = 8.33 · 10−9)
and highly excited state ( = 0.5, right, e3 = 6.05 · 10−9). Top panels (a, d): Local distribution in real space of the initial
disorder configuration {hi} (purple) compared to the new configuration {hPi } (red), together with their difference (orange lines).
Middle panels (b, e): Entanglement entropy SE(i| i + 1) between subsystems [1, i] and [i + 1, L]. Bottom panels (c, f): Local
magnetization shown as a deviation to the full polarization.
state, as defined above in Eq. (3.2), we find that the
parent energy is sharply distributed around P ∼ 0.5, as
shown in Fig. 1 (bottom panels), regardless of the initial
value of  (zero or one half). This reflects the peak at  ∼
0.5 in the underlying density of states. Note, however,
that finite-size effects are distinct between the [Fig. 1 (c)]
ground and [Fig. 1 (d)] excited input states.
By construction, the set of parent Hamiltonians has
the same form as the original one [see Eq. (2.3)], but with
a new random field configuration {hPi }. It is enlighten-
ing to compare it with the initial one {hi}, as done in
Fig. 2 (top panels) for a typical sample of size L = 128 at
h = 5. Interestingly, they are strongly correlated, such
that over finite segments s we observe hPi ' hi + Cs. In
other words, the parent field is simply shifted by a global
constant Cs. It thus forms a plateau-type structure, with
sharp steps between consecutive segments, of amplitude
much larger than the average disorder strength h.
Interestingly, the jump positions i correspond precisely
to minima in the entanglement entropy between subsys-
tems A = [1, i] and B = [i+ 1, L],
SE(i| i+ 1) = −TrB
[
ρˆB log ρˆB
]
, (3.5)
where ρˆB = TrA|Ψloc〉〈Ψloc|. This is visible in the middle
panels of Fig. 2. At these positions, the chain is cut into
two almost independent pieces. Furthermore, entangle-
ment minima are located at those sites where spins are
very close to being perfectly polarized, as visible in the
lower panels of Fig. 2. We further discuss the physics of
spin polarization in the next section.
B. Disorder-induced spin polarizations
Numerics.— Without loss of generality, the discussion
is done for the case  = 0 here. Comparable results are
observed for  > 0, as discussed in Appendix A. We first
focus on the maximally (or minimally) occupied site, such
that in spin language, the quantity 1/2− |〈Szi 〉| (bottom
panels of Fig. 2) is minimized along the chain. Interest-
ingly, this quantity vanishes algebraically with increasing
system size, as shown in Fig. 3 (b),
min
i
[
1/2− |〈Szi 〉|
]
∝ L−γ(h). (3.6)
This result implies that disorder will cut the chain in the
thermodynamic limit. Consequences for the entangle-
ment across such “bottlenecks” are also very interesting,
as displayed in Fig. 3 (a) where the minima min(SE) also
decays with a similar power-law. Indeed, considering a
two-site system (A-B) with a strongly polarized moment,
1/2 − |〈SzA〉| ∼ L−γ , for any 〈SzB〉 a straightforward cal-
culation yields
SE ∝ L−γ〈SzB〉2. (3.7)
Such similar power-law scalings for both minimal entropy
and maximal polarization are clearly visible in panels
(a-b) of Fig. 3 as a function of 1/L, together with the
exponents in panel (c) where a very good agreement be-
tween entropy and polarization exponents is observed.
Additionally, the third eigenvalue exponent α(h), from
Eq. (3.3) displays a similar disorder dependence, which
turns out to be non-trivial ∼ log h, see the caption of
Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. Exact diagonalization results for both (a) the mini-
mal entanglement entropy and (b) the maximal polarization,
plotted as a function of the inverse chain length 1/L. Power-
law decay is clearly visible for a few representative values of
the disorder strength h, as indicated on the plot. Panel (c)
shows the disorder dependence of the exponents, in a log-
linear scale. Straight lines are fits of the form a+ b log h with
a = 0.23(4), 0.37(3), 1.63(7) and b = 1.56(3), 1.49(1), 1.35(4),
respectively, for entanglement, polarization, and e3.
Toy model.— To get an analytical understanding of
this behavior, we build a toy model which provides a
simplified picture for free fermions. Consider a collection
of one-dimensional localized orbitals, as schematized on
Fig. 4, of the form
|φk(i)|2 = Ak exp
(
−|i− i
k
0 |
ξk
)
(i = 1, . . . , L), (3.8)
where k labels the orbital, ξk is the associated local-
ization length, ik0 is the localization center, and Ak =
tanh(1/2ξk) a normalization factor. The particle density
at site i is given by the sum of occupied orbitals
n(i) =
∑
k occcupied
|φk(i)|2. (3.9)
We will assume for simplicity that all orbitals have
the same localization length ξk ≡ ξ. Within such a
toy model, the maximally occupied site with nmax =
maxi [n(i)] is expected when `max consecutive sites are
occupied, as schematized in Fig. 4 (b). At half filling,
a configuration with ` consecutive sites occupied occurs
with probability P (`) ≈ 2−`. In the large system size
limit, the longest region has probability ∝ 1/L such that
`max ≈ logL/ log 2. (3.10)
Numerics on 
the toy model
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FIG. 4. (a-b) Schematic representation of a collection of one-
dimensional localized orbitals of the form (3.8). (a) Generic
case for a random state. In (b) we show the maximally oc-
cupied site (red circle), a situation realized when a region
of `max consecutive sites are occupied. (c) Decay exponent
governing the deviation from the full polarization of the max-
imally occupied site computed from a numerical simulation
of the toy model at half-filling (purple symbols) compared to
the analytical prediction of Eq. (3.12) (orange line).
Therefore, the maximal occupation is very close to one,
nmax = tanh
(
1
2ξ
)(
1 + 2
`max/2∑
r=1
e−r/ξ
)
= 1−
exp
(
− 12ξ
)
cosh
(
1
2ξ
) L−γ(ξ), (3.11)
with a decay exponent
γ(ξ) ≈ (2ξ log 2)−1 . (3.12)
This analytical expression can be checked against numer-
ical simulations of the toy model, as shown in Fig. 4 (c)
where one sees a very good agreement for the exponent
γ(ξ) with Eq. (3.12).
Coming back to the real Anderson model, at strong
random field strength h  1, the disorder dependence
of the localization length is easy to obtain. Indeed, a
perturbative expansion of any wave function away from
its localization center gives an amplitude vanishing ∼
h−2r, where r is the distance to the localization center.
This yields ξ = (2 log h)−1, and thus
γ(h) ≈ log h/ log 2, (3.13)
in good agreement with exact diagonalization results dis-
played in Fig. 3 (c) where the decay exponent is well de-
scribed by the form a + b log(h), with b ∼ 1.5, which is
quite close to the predicted 1/ log 2 ≈ 1.44.
6C. Consequences for the covariance matrix and the
parents Hamiltonians
If a site i0 were fully polarized, some entries in C, given
by Eq. (2.5), would vanish: Ci0,j = 0 ∀j, implying that
e3 would vanish as well, and that the parent Hamiltonian
would decompose into two disconnected parts i < i0 and
i > i0. However, such a chain breaking only occurs in the
thermodynamic limit, as seen before. For finite systems,
the diagonal entries are power-law vanishing Ci0,i0 ∝ L−γ
at maximally polarized sites.
We now argue that the power-law decay of the diago-
nal entries dictates the power-law decay of e3. For free-
fermions, all connected correlators of the form 〈Szi Szj 〉 −
〈Szi 〉〈Szj 〉 are negative if i 6= j and positive if i = j.
Therefore, one can interpret the covariance matrix as a
tight-binding Hamiltonian whose negative off-diagonal el-
ements are kinetic terms favoring delocalization of the
wave functions: One can write e3(L) = Ci0,i0(L) −∣∣teffi0 (L)∣∣ where ∣∣teffi0 (L)∣∣ accounts for the effective “kinetic
energy” gain. It remains an open problem to understand
the precise size dependence of
∣∣teffi0 (L)∣∣. We resort to nu-
merics, and observe in Fig. 5 that
L× e3
/
Ci0,i0 ∼ cst, (3.14)
yielding
∣∣teffi0 (L)∣∣ ∝ Ci0,i0 (1− 1/L) and e3(L) ∝ L−γ−1.
These results highlight the link between the spin polar-
ization induced by locally strong disorder and the power-
law decay of the minimum non-zero eigenvalue e3. In the
thermodynamic limit, perfect polarization occurs for a
set of sites {i0}. By the previous reasoning, this implies
the vanishing of a corresponding set of ej≥3, and the
existence of an associated family of exact parent Hamil-
tonians. In Appendix B 1, we numerically confirm this
fact in the case of an MBL system.
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FIG. 5. Ratio, as defined Eq. (3.14), between the average
smallest non-zero eigenvalue e3 and the average smallest di-
agonal element of the covariance matrix Ci0,i0 rescaled by
the system length L, plotted against L for different disor-
der strengths h. Exact diagonalization results for the one-
dimensional Anderson model (3.1) at  = 0. We clearly see
convergence toward a finite value.
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 phase diagram of the random-field Heisenberg chain model
defined in Eq. (2.1) at ∆ = 1. In this work, the transition is
studied for eigenstates in the middle of the energy spectrum,
 ∼ 0.5, along the dashed line.
IV. MANY-BODY LOCALIZATION
We now turn our attention to the random-field Heisen-
berg chain, Eq. (2.1) with ∆ = 1. This model is well
known to exhibit a high-energy eigenstate transition as
a function of the disorder strength [10, 16, 23] between a
thermal ergodic phase for h < hc and a non-thermal MBL
regime for h ≥ hc. The disorder strength versus energy
density phase diagram obtained in Ref. 16 is schematized
in Fig. 6. In the following we focus on the middle of the
many-body spectrum,  = 0.5, where exact numerical
methods give a critical disorder strength hc ∼ 3.8 [16, 24].
So far, this dynamical transition has been captured using
various observables, e.g., level statistics [16, 23, 25, 26],
entanglement entropy [14, 16, 27, 28], inverse partici-
pation ratio [16, 24, 29, 30], or out-of-equilibrium dy-
namics [31–39]. Here, building on the eigenstate-to-
Hamiltonain construction, we propose to shed light on
this exotic transition.
A. Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian construction across
the ergodic-MBL transition
In the case of non-interacting localized fermions,
we concluded for the existence of parent Hamiltonians
for any given localized eigenstate. Similar conclusions
were also reached for localized ground-states in the
presence of an interaction, namely, in the Bose-glass
state [5]. However, the situation has been shown [3, 4]
to be different for delocalized systems satisfying the
eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [40–42]. In
such a case, the Hamiltonian is expected to be uniquely
defined from a given eigenstate. In the language of
eigenstate-to-Hamlitonian construction, this means that
the third smallest eigenvalue e3 of the covariance matrix
should remain finite even in the thermodynamic limit.
Scaling of e3.— We numerically explore the ETH-
MBL transition of the random-field Heisenberg chain of
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FIG. 7. First non-zero eigenvalue e3 of the covariance ma-
trix C for the random-field Heisenberg chain of Eq. (2.1) at
∆ = 1. Both panels show the typical value log10 e3. (a) Finite
size scaling vs 1/L: Log-log plot showing the decay L−α(h) in
the MBL regime for h ≥ 3.8, and the convergence to a finite
value in the ETH phase. (b) Same data plotted against dis-
order strength h show a crossing separating the two different
regimes with a pronounced drift at small sizes. The data cor-
responds to shift-invert exact diagonalization results obtained
in the middle of the spectrum at  = 0.5, with the average
performed over at least 5 000 random samples, using one to
ten eigenstate(s) per sample.
Eq. (2.1) at ∆ = 1. In Fig. 7 the behavior of the third
eigenvalue e3 of C is shown as a function of disorder and
system size (here again e1 = e2 = 0 due to total en-
ergy and total magnetization conservation). For such a
high-energy interacting problem, we can no longer rely on
free-fermion methods, and turn to exact diagonalization
shift-invert techniques [16, 18] to deal with the exponen-
tially growing Hilbert space, allowing us to reach systems
up to L = 22 spins. In Fig. 7 (a) the finite size scaling
e3(L) clearly shows two qualitatively different behaviors:
In the MBL regime a power-law decay e3 ∝ L−α(h) akin
to that of the Anderson localization is observed, while
in the ergodic regime h < hc, e3 remains finite. This
striking difference is highlighted in Fig. 7 (b) where one
observes a crossing in the vicinity of hc. However, we
note strong finite size effects with a pronounced drift for
small sizes.
Distribution of e3.— Before discussing the asymptotic
forms in both regimes, let us address how e3 is distributed
across random samples. This is shown in Fig. 8 for three
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FIG. 8. Histograms P [log10(e3)] collected over at least 5 000
random samples, using one to ten eigenstate(s) per sample, for
three representative disorder strengths: (a) h = 1 in the ETH
regime, (b) h = 8 MBL, and (c) h = 3.8 close to the tran-
sition. Self-averaging is observed in (a), with a fast shrink-
ing of the distributions with increasing L, and typical (solid
lines) and average (dotted lines) which gradually coincide.
Instead, broad and non-self-averaging distributions are ob-
served in panels (b-c) with a clear separation between typical
and average values.
typical disorder strengths. While in the (a) ETH regime
one observes a fast shrinking with system size toward
the average e3 → 1/4, the situation is radically different
for both (b) MBL and (c) at the transition, where one
observes very broadly distributed e3, the absence of self-
averaging, and a clear distinction between typical and
8average values (see also Appendix B 2 for strong disorder
distributions). In order to avoid abnormal rare events,
we focus on the typical value log10(e3) in Fig. 7, instead
of the average one. Note that we did not need to con-
sider the typical value in the Anderson localization case
since the typical and average values coincide with one
another (see Appendix A). Indeed, rare events are less
pronounced for Anderson than for MBL, for which there
will always exist, albeit small, thermal subregions in the
system.
Parent MBL Hamiltonians.— Similarly to Anderson
localization, MBL eigenstates are very good approxima-
tions for eigenstates of parent Hamiltonians having the
same form, only differing with their local random-field
configuration. Figure 9 shows an example for a given
MBL eigenstate of H0, similarly to Fig. 2. Again, a step-
like structure is observed, with a perfect correlation of the
fields, and the jump occurring at the entropy minimum,
also corresponding the maximally polarized spin.
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 2 shown here for the interacting case in
the MBL regime at h = 6 for a high-energy eigenstate of an
L = 22 sites chain ( = 0.5, e3 = 3.26 ·10−7). (a) Local distri-
bution in real space of the initial disorder configuration {hi}
(purple) compared to the new configuration {hPi } (red), to-
gether with their difference (orange lines). (b) Entanglement
entropy SE(i| i + 1) between subsystems [1, i] and [i + 1, L].
(c) Local magnetization shown as a deviation to the full po-
larization. The jump in the parent field {hPi } (a) is precisely
observed at the minimum of entanglement (b), corresponding
to the maximally polarized site (c).
Maximally polarized sites.— In the spirit of our previ-
ous findings for Anderson localized states, we also iden-
tify for MBL states a chain-breaking mechanism through
which parent Hamiltonians become exact in the thermo-
dynamic limit. Indeed, in the MBL regime there are sites
where the local magnetization 〈Szi 〉 is very close to per-
fect polarization. At these sites, a step occurs in the
parent Hamiltonians’ local term, and the associated e3
eigenvalue is very small. While finite size scaling cannot
be performed over orders of magnitude such as for free
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FIG. 10. Strong disorder dependence in a log-linear scale of
the exponents α and γ governing the decays of e3(L) (4.1) and
the maximum polarization (4.2). Both average and typical
values are shown. Straight lines are fits of the form a+ b log h
with bavg = 1.49(8), btyp = 1.43(4) and aavg = 0.8(3), atyp =
1.5(2) for α(h). The parameters for γ(h) are bavg = 0.54(3),
btyp = 1.05(5) and aavg = 1.3(8), atyp = 1.2(2).
fermions, we still can extract both exponents α(h) and
γ(h) between L = 8 and L = 22, see Fig. 7 (a). We fur-
ther note that our analysis is performed very deep in the
MBL regime where finite-size effects are not very strong,
such that the extracted exponents are reliable. These
exponents govern the decay of the energy variance,
e3 ∝ L−αavg(h),
exp
(
log e3
) ∝ L−αtyp(h), (4.1)
and the maximal polarization
1
2
− |〈Szi 〉|max ∝ L−γavg(h),
exp
[
log
(
1
2
− |〈Szi 〉|max
)]
∝ L−γtyp(h). (4.2)
The above expressions define average and typical expo-
nents, which are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of disorder
strength. Interestingly, we also find here a logarithmic
scaling of the exponent with disorder strength, with a
distinction between average and typical values, which is
a direct consequence of the absence of self-averaging for
local observables, as discussed in Appendix B 2. This
distinction is more pronounced for γ(h) than for α(h).
Indeed, the numerics is compatible with an identical scal-
ing αtyp(h) ≈ αavg(h) ∼ 1.45 log h of the variance expo-
nent at strong disorder. For the polarization, however,
we find γtyp(h)/γavg(h) ' 2 at strong disorder. Those
different behaviors can be related to the differences in
the distributions of these two quantities, as discussed in
Appendix B 2. In contrast, Anderson localization does
not show such a distinction between average and typical
exponents (see Appendix A).
9B. Analytical results and microscopic picture
Ergodic regime.— Before discussing the MBL regime
and the disorder dependence of the decay exponents, let
us first address the peculiar behavior observed in the
ETH regime. In the ETH phase at infinite temperature,
assuming perfect thermalization, the covariance matrix
elements given by Eq. (2.5) are traces of local operators.
They read,
C00 =
1
4
 N∑
i=1
h2i −
1
N − 1
∑
i 6=j
hihj
 ,
C0j =
1
4
hj − 1
N − 1
∑
i6=j
hi
 ,
Ci 6=0,j 6=0 =
1
4
[
δij − 1− δij
N − 1
]
. (4.3)
One finds the two zero eigenvalues, expected from sym-
metry considerations. The following N − 2 values are
degenerate and equal to N/4(N − 1). Finally, the last
one is extensive. This calculation gives an upper bound
on the covariance eigenvalues, as it assumes perfect ther-
malization, which never occurs in a finite system. In the
ETH phase, we thus expect e3 ≤ N/4(N − 1). In the
thermodynamic limit, the system thermalizes completely
and we predict e3 → 1/4, as we nicely observe in Fig. 7.
MBL regime.— Following ideas similar to the toy
model previously introduced for free fermions, one can
get some analytical insights in the MBL case. While the
picture of localized single-particle orbitals of Fig. 4 (a)
cannot describe the generic interacting XXZ model, we
can build perturbative arguments at strong disorder to
explain the algebraic decay of the maximally polarized
sites.
Deep in the MBL regime, most of the sites display large
local magnetizations |〈Szi 〉| ' 0.5 [18, 43, 44]. Here we
argue that the most polarized site i0 belongs to the region
which has the largest number `max of consecutive aligned
spins. As schematized on Fig. 11, at very large disorder
strength h, flipping the central spin i0 requires `max/2
spin-flip processes. Performing a perturbative expansion
in the spin-flip term, we therefore expect a vanishingly
small magnetization,
1
2
− |〈Szi0〉| ∝ h−`max . (4.4)
Estimating `max is complicated by the presence of inter-
actions. We nevertheless expect `max to grow with logL,
such as in the simpler case of free fermions, but with a
non-trivial smaller prefactor, depending on the interac-
tion strength. It follows that γ(h) ∝ log h at strong dis-
order. This is confirmed by the numerical results shown
in Fig. 10. Similar to Anderson localization (see Fig. 3),
we also observe here a strong correlation between the ex-
ponents γ(h) and α(h).
   `max  !
(a)
1
h0
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FIG. 11. Schematic picture illustrating the high perturba-
tive process necessary to flip the central spin i0 located at
the center of the longest polarized region `max. (a) shows
the zeroth order perturbative expansion of an MBL eigen-
state having a large region (`max) of aligned spins. Spin flip
can occur gradually from the boundary of this region, here
illustrated from the left side. (b) At first order, the weight is
reduced ∼ h−1, and (c) at second order ∼ h−2. Finally (d)
shows the (`max/2)th order (whose weight is strongly reduced
∼ h−`max/2) necessary to eventually flip the central spin i0
(red circle).
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Summary
In this paper we have addressed the inverse problem
for one-dimensional quantum disordered models without
and with interactions, respectively describing Anderson
localization, many-body localization (MBL) and its tran-
sition toward ergodicity at high energy. Starting from a
given many-body state Ψ0, an eigenstate of a local Hamil-
tonian H0, we have asked whether Ψ0 could be a good
approximate eigenstate of another parent Hamiltonian
HP having the exact same local form as H0. To quantify
the goodness of the approximation, we have focused on
the energy variance σ2P = 〈H2P〉Ψ0 − 〈HP〉2Ψ0 which can
be straightforwardly obtained as the result of a numeri-
cal diagonalization of the so-called covariance matrix C,
see Eq. (2.4). Interestingly, for short-range spin models,
such as the XXZ Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.1), the entries
Cij only depend on the two-point correlators evaluated
on the eigenstate |Ψ0〉, i.e., 〈Szi Szj 〉Ψ0 − 〈Szi 〉Ψ0〈Szj 〉Ψ0 .
Starting from a chain of length L, the sole knowledge
of these L(L − 1)/2 correlators is sufficient to build the
(L + 1) × (L + 1) covariance matrix C, and then access
both σ2P (its eigenvalues) and HP (its eigenvectors).
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Non-interacting Anderson and interacting MBL
physics display similar results. Indeed, in both cases we
have found emerging parent Hamiltonians whose vari-
ances vanish algebraically with system size σ2P(L) ∝
L−α(h), where the disorder-dependent exponent follows
α(h) ∼ log h for large disorder strength h. As a re-
sult, we observe that quantum localization (interacting
or not) leads to the non-uniqueness of parent Hamiltoni-
ans. Looking more precisely at the microscopic structure
of HP, the parent disorder configuration {hPi } turns out
to be strongly correlated to the initial one {h0i }. Over
finite segments s we observe hPi ' h0i + Cs, where Cs is a
global constant shift, thus forming a plateau-type struc-
ture, with sharp steps between consecutive segments, see
Figs. 2 and 9. Interestingly, the jump positions i cor-
respond to minima in the entanglement entropy and at
these very same positions, spins are very close to being
perfectly polarized, leading to chain breaks upon increas-
ing system size, see Fig. 3.
This chain breaking mechanism has been further in-
vestigated through a toy model of localized orbitals for
Anderson (Fig. 4), and using perturbative arguments for
MBL (Fig. 11), and in both cases compared to exact
numerics. It has been found that the maximally polar-
ized site belongs to the largest region `max with aligned
spins. The logarithmic scaling `max ∝ logL naturally
implies for the decay exponent γ(h), which governs how
the maximally polarized site deviates from perfect polar-
ization 12 − |〈Szi 〉|max ∝ L−γ(h), to increase with disorder
strength as γ(h) ∼ log h at large h, in the same way as
the energy variance exponent α(h). Likewise, the mini-
mal entanglement across this bottleneck decays with the
same exponent γ(h), see Eq. (3.7) and Fig. 3 (c).
The situation is completely different for high energy er-
godic eigenstates, where, contrary to the (many-body) lo-
calized physics, no bottlenecks and chain-breaking events
occur. Indeed, we have numerically and analytically
found that, disregarding the trivial degrees of freedom
due to total energy and total magnetization conserva-
tions, there is no parent Hamiltonian with vanishing en-
ergy variance for generic thermal states. The smallest
non-trivial eigenvalue of the covariance matrix C goes to
the finite value 1/4 in the thermodynamic limit, a direct
consequence of the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis,
see Fig. 7 and Eq. (4.3).
As a consequence, the ergodic-to-MBL transition can
be nicely captured owing to sharply distinct scaling be-
haviors of the energy variance σ2P(L), as clearly visible in
Fig. 7.
B. Recap
Let us now summarize the main findings of our paper,
which provide several key insights for quantum localiza-
tion and ergodicity:
(i) Ergodic many-body eigenstates fully and uniquely
encode their parent Hamiltonian H0. In the case of
the short-range models considered, only two-point
correlations are sufficient to characterize H0.
(ii) Anderson and MBL eigenstates do not uniquely en-
code H0. Indeed, as system size is increased, they
are better and better approximations of eigenstates
of a family of parent Hamiltonians HP, which only
differ from H0 by their local disorder configuration.
(iii) The formation of entanglement bottlenecks is the
key mechanism for building distinct parent Hamil-
tonians. At such bottlenecks, the entanglement en-
tropy as well as the local spin fluctuations vanish,
leading to chain breaking in the thermodynamic
limit.
(iv) The ergodic-MBL transition can therefore be cap-
tured from the physics of the parent Hamiltonian,
providing another estimate in addition to the stan-
dard ones.
C. Outlook
Our paper opens several perspectives to address quan-
tum localization problems, in particular, beyond one di-
mension. For instance the two-dimensional Bose-glass
problem at zero temperature [45, 46] could be revisited
from this point of view. Its interacting localized ground
state, accessible by quantum Monte Carlo on much larger
system sizes than the ones of exact diagonalization, may
be a good representative of an excited state of another
Hamiltonian. This might enable the probing ot MBL
physics in two dimensions using ground-state techniques.
In order to improve the energy variance of parent
Hamiltonians, a promising route would be to enlarge the
target space of Hamiltonians, allowing, for instance, ran-
domness in the pairwise couplings. We expect the addi-
tional terms to better capture the microscopic structure
of the bottlenecks, therefore reducing the energy variance
σ2P.
In the MBL context, we may ask how (if at all) the
chain-breaking processes are related to the emergent in-
tegrability and the l-bit picture [47–51]. A step toward
this goal would consist in making a link with the Kane-
Fisher problem [52] which also leads to a chain breaking
in the presence of isolated impurities in a clean back-
ground.
Finally, the chain-breaking mechanism associated with
spin freezing is certainly a good prerequisite to further
improve strong disorder decimation schemes [53–55], for
both MBL at high energy as well as low-temperature
Bose-glass physics [56, 57].
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<latexit sha1_base64="bFBjBfV3vOiGMbQczEDF8g Tzu+o=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8laQKehGKXjxWsB/YhrLZTtqlm92wuxFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4b t20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv21lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTS1TRbFBJZeqHRKNnAlsGGY4thOFJA45tsLR7dR vPaHSTIoHM04wiMlAsIhRYqz02MVEMy7Ftdcrlb2KN4O7TPyclCFHvVf66vYlTWMUhnKidcf3EhNkRBlGOU6K3VR jQuiIDLBjqSAx6iCbXTxxT63SdyOpbAnjztTfExmJtR7Hoe2MiRnqRW8q/ud1UhNdBRkTSWpQ0PmiKOWuke70fb fPFFLDx5YQqpi91aVDogg1NqSiDcFffHmZNKsV/7xSvb8o127yOApwDCdwBj5cQg3uoA4NoCDgGV7hzdHOi/PufM xbV5x85gj+wPn8AUQxkKU=</latexit>
↵(h
) =
a+
b lo
g h
<latexit sha1_base64="sBLFHYzqWjkHvtVXR3vq9E+7Hp E=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBEqQkmqoBuh6MZlBfuAJpSb6aQZOnkwMxFCqL/ixoUibv0Qd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDO vdx7j5dwJpVlfRsrq2vrG5ulrfL2zu7evnlw2JFxKghtk5jHoueBpJxFtK2Y4rSXCAqhx2nXG99O/e4jFZLF0YPKEuqGMIq YzwgoLQ3MigM8CaAWnF7DmefweISDgVm16tYMeJnYBamiAq2B+eUMY5KGNFKEg5R920qUm4NQjHA6KTuppAmQMYxoX9MIQir dfHb8BJ9oZYj9WOiKFJ6pvydyCKXMQk93hqACuehNxf+8fqr8KzdnUZIqGpH5Ij/lWMV4mgQeMkGJ4pkmQATTt2ISgACidF 5lHYK9+PIy6TTq9nm9cX9Rbd4UcZTQETpGNWSjS9REd6iF2oigDD2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMW9dMYqZCvoD4/MHOqqT2Q==</late xit>
aavg = 1.63(7)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZvNjqT9va3mlk41THkFikO5aao=">AAAB /3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4GSxC3YSkFetGKLpxWcE+oA1hMp20QyeTMDMplNiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pnjx4xKZdvfxsrq2vr GZmGruL2zu7dvHhy2ZJQITJo4YpHo+EgSRjlpKqoY6cSCoNBnpO2PbjO/PSZC0og/qElM3BANOA0oRkpLnnmMvF6I1FCEKRoPpteOdVkt1849s 2Rb9gxwmTg5KYEcDc/86vUjnISEK8yQlF3HjpWbIqEoZmRa7CWSxAiP0IB0NeUoJNJNZ/mn8EwrfRhEQj+u4Ez9vZGiUMpJ6OvJLKtc9DLxP6+b qODKTSmPE0U4nh8KEgZVBLMyYJ8KghWbaIKwoDorxEMkEFa6sqIuwVn88jJpVSynalXuL0r1m7yOAjgBp6AMHFADdXAHGqAJMHgEz+AVvBlPxov xbnzMR1eMfOcI/IHx+QNGPJTz</latexit>
bavg = 1.35(4)
<latexit sha1_base64="pap0cojkKyrb8HT+YMvcKkMZ1Tk=">AAAB /3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4GSxC3YSkrehGKLpxWcE+oA1hMp20Q2eSMDMplNiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pnjx4xKZdvfxsrq2vr GZmGruL2zu7dvHhy2ZJQITJo4YpHo+EgSRkPSVFQx0okFQdxnpO2PbjO/PSZC0ih8UJOYuBwNQhpQjJSWPPPY93ocqaHgKRoPpteOVb0o1849s 2Rb9gxwmTg5KYEcDc/86vUjnHASKsyQlF3HjpWbIqEoZmRa7CWSxAiP0IB0NQ0RJ9JNZ/mn8EwrfRhEQr9QwZn6eyNFXMoJ9/VkllUuepn4n9dN VHDlpjSME0VCPD8UJAyqCGZlwD4VBCs20QRhQXVWiIdIIKx0ZUVdgrP45WXSqlhO1arc10r1m7yOAjgBp6AMHHAJ6uAONEATYPAInsEreDOejBf j3fiYj64Y+c4R+APj8wdBvJTw</latexit>
btyp = 1.59(8)
<latexit sha1_base64="48LDq0DJHUA1FHOOvgWcUJEHA9M=">AAAB /3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGTbAIdROSqlgXQtGNywr2AW0Ik+mkHTozCTMTocQu/BU3LhRx62+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cIKZEKsf5NgpLyyu ra8X10sbm1vaOubvXklEiEG6iiEaiE0CJKeG4qYiiuBMLDFlAcTsY3WR++wELSSJ+r8Yx9hgccBISBJWWfPMg8HsMqqFgqbYnV659flmpnfhm2 bGdKaxF4uakDHI0fPOr149QwjBXiEIpu64TKy+FQhFE8aTUSySOIRrBAe5qyiHD0kun+SfWsVb6VhgJ/biypurvjRQyKccs0JNZVjnvZeJ/XjdR Yc1LCY8ThTmaHQoTaqnIysqw+kRgpOhYE4gE0VktNIQCIqUrK+kS3PkvL5JW1XZP7erdWbl+nddRBIfgCFSACy5AHdyCBmgCBB7BM3gFb8aT8WK 8Gx+z0YKR7+yDPzA+fwCBOJUZ</latexit>
atyp = 1.5(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="kvH2hP3Dax7/Mh1twTn7VXyd0AE=">AAAB /nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7cBItQN8NMVXQjFN24rGAf0A5DJs20oUlmSDJCGQr+ihsXirj1O9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JydMGFXadb+tpeWV1bX 10kZ5c2t7Z9fe22+pOJWYNHHMYtkJkSKMCtLUVDPSSSRBPGSkHY5uc7/9SKSisXjQ44T4HA0EjShG2kiBfYiCHkd6KHlm7Mm151xUa6eBXXEdd wq4SLyCVECBRmB/9foxTjkRGjOkVNdzE+1nSGqKGZmUe6kiCcIjNCBdQwXiRPnZNP4EnhilD6NYmic0nKq/NzLElRrz0EzmUdW8l4v/ed1UR1d+ RkWSaiLw7FCUMqhjmHcB+1QSrNnYEIQlNVkhHiKJsDaNlU0J3vyXF0mr5nhnTu3+vFK/KeoogSNwDKrAA5egDu5AAzQBBhl4Bq/gzXqyXqx362M 2umQVOwfgD6zPH/NtlM8=</latexit>
FIG. S1. Exact diagonalization results for the ground-
state ( = 0) of Anderson localization, showing the disorder
strength dependence h of the average and typical exponents of
the third largest eigenvalue e3 of the covariance matrix α(h),
see Eq. (4.1). A semi-log behavior, with average and typical
values very close to one another is observed. Bold lines are
fits of the form a+ b log h, with the parameters indicated on
the plot.
✏ = 0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="nF4b7JkmcxwYX6KZ266RSUfBtKQ=">AAACz 3icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwFZKq6EYounHZgq2FtkgyndahaRKSiVKK4tYfcKt/Jf6B/oV3xhTUIjohyZlz7zkz914v8kUibfs1Z8zMzs0v5Bc LS8srq2vF9Y1GEqYx43UW+mHc9NyE+yLgdSmkz5tRzN2h5/MLb3Cq4hfXPE5EGJzLUcQ7Q7cfiJ5griSq3eZRIvwwOLatg8tiybZsvcxp4GSghGxVw +IL2ugiBEOKITgCSMI+XCT0tODARkRcB2PiYkJCxzluUSBtSlmcMlxiB/Tt066VsQHtlWei1YxO8emNSWlihzQh5cWE1WmmjqfaWbG/eY+1p7rbiP5 e5jUkVuKK2L90k8z/6lQtEj0c6RoE1RRpRlXHMpdUd0Xd3PxSlSSHiDiFuxSPCTOtnPTZ1JpE16566+r4m85UrNqzLDfFu7olDdj5Oc5p0Chbzp5Vr u2XKifZqPPYwjZ2aZ6HqOAMVdTJO8IjnvBs1Iwb4864/0w1cplmE9+W8fAB4+uTnQ==</latexit>
✏ = 0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="VmQIuBt Ov1PdIpUJcU+TowbgcGE=">AAACz3icjVHLSgMxFD0dX7W+qi7dDBbBVZ mpgm6EohuXLdgHtEVm0rSGzouZjFKK4tYfcKt/Jf6B/oU3cQpqEc0wycm 595zk5rqRJxJpWa85Y25+YXEpv1xYWV1b3yhubjWTMI0Zb7DQC+O26yTc EwFvSCE93o5i7viux1vu6EzFW9c8TkQYXMhxxHu+MwzEQDBHEtXt8igRX hicWGXrsliiWQ9zFtgZKCEbtbD4gi76CMGQwgdHAEnYg4OEvg5sWIiI62 FCXExI6DjHLQqkTSmLU4ZD7IjmIe06GRvQXnkmWs3oFI/+mJQm9kgTUl5 MWJ1m6niqnRX7m/dEe6q7jWl1My+fWIkrYv/STTP/q1O1SAxwrGsQVFOk GVUdy1xS/Srq5uaXqiQ5RMQp3Kd4TJhp5fSdTa1JdO3qbR0df9OZilV7l uWmeFe3pAbbP9s5C5qVsn1QrtQPS9XTrNV57GAX+9TPI1Rxjhoa5B3hEU 94NurGjXFn3H+mGrlMs41vw3j4ANgLk5g=</latexit>
(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="AsfPGFtsHAUIOQGSe2/ipuJPIbY=">AAACz3ic jVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmkZjghhRc6JLoxiUk8kiAmGkZsKGvTKcqIRi3/oBb/SvjH+hfeGcsiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rx15biwt6zVjLCwuLa9kV3Nr6xubW/ ntnWYcJsLhDSf0QtG2Wcw9N+AN6UqPtyPBmW97vGWPzlS8dc1F7IbBhRxHvOezYeAOXIdJorrFruS30h5M2PTwMl+wSpZe5jwop6CAdNXC/Au66COEgwQ+O AJIwh4YYno6KMNCRFwPE+IEIVfHOabIkTahLE4ZjNgRfYe066RsQHvlGWu1Q6d49ApSmjggTUh5grA6zdTxRDsr9jfvifZUdxvT3069fGIlroj9SzfL/K9O 1SIxwImuwaWaIs2o6pzUJdFdUTc3v1QlySEiTuE+xQVhRytnfTa1Jta1q94yHX/TmYpVeyfNTfCubkkDLv8c5zxoVkrlo1KlXilUT9NRZ7GHfRRpnseo4h w1NMg7wiOe8GzUjRvjzrj/TDUyqWYX35bx8AHk+5QI</latexit>
(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="X3tsuFjB5yEuFQc1ruAbQEAx9nU=">AAACz3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmkZjghhRc6JLoxiUk8kiAmHYYsKGvTKcqIRi3/oBb/SvjH+hf eGcsiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rxN5biwt6zVjLCwuLa9kV3Nr6xubW/ntnWYcJoLxBgu9ULQdO+aeG/CGdKXH25Hgtu94vOWMzlS8dc1F7IbBhRxHvOfbw8AduMyWRHWLXclvpTOYONPDy3zBKll6mfOgnIIC0lUL8y/ooo8QDAl8cASQhD3YiOnpoAwLEXE9TIgThFwd55giR9qEsjhl2MSO6DukXSdlA9orz1irGZ3i0StIaeKANCHlCcLqNFPHE+ 2s2N+8J9pT3W1Mfyf18omVuCL2L90s8786VYvEACe6BpdqijSjqmOpS6K7om5ufqlKkkNEnMJ9igvCTCtnfTa1Jta1q97aOv6mMxWr9izNTfCubkkDLv8c5zxoVkrlo1KlXilUT9NRZ7GHfRRpnseo4hw1NMg7wiOe8GzUjRvjzrj/TDUyqWYX35bx8AHnXZQJ</latexit>
(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="36KWwSBjZBXYBttI7WPVjCoYO88=">AAACz 3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmkZjghhRc6JLoxiUk8kiAmHYYsKGvtFOVEIxbf8Ct/pXxD/QvvDMOiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rxN5biIs6zVjLCwuLa9kV3 Nr6xubW/ntnWYSpjHjDRZ6Ydx27IR7bsAbwhUeb0cxt33H4y1ndCbjrWseJ24YXIhxxHu+PQzcgctsQVS32BX8VjiDCZseXuYLVslSy5wHZQ0K0Ks W5l/QRR8hGFL44AggCHuwkdDTQRkWIuJ6mBAXE3JVnGOKHGlTyuKUYRM7ou+Qdh3NBrSXnolSMzrFozcmpYkD0oSUFxOWp5kqnipnyf7mPVGe8m5j +jvayydW4IrYv3SzzP/qZC0CA5yoGlyqKVKMrI5pl1R1Rd7c/FKVIIeIOIn7FI8JM6Wc9dlUmkTVLntrq/ibypSs3DOdm+Jd3pIGXP45znnQrJTKR 6VKvVKonupRZ7GHfRRpnseo4hw1NMg7wiOe8GzUjRvjzrj/TDUyWrOLb8t4+ADpv5QK</latexit>
(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="YF+WtSQOTGc4HEUF/KmcwXszBLo=">AAACz3icjVHLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmkZjghhRc6JLoxiUk8kiAmLYMOKGvTKcqIRi3/oBb/SvjH+hf eGcsiUqMTtP2zLn3nJl7rxN5PJaW9ZoxFhaXlleyq7m19Y3Nrfz2TjMOE+Gyhht6oWg7dsw8HrCG5NJj7Ugw23c81nJGZyreumYi5mFwIccR6/n2MOAD7tqSqG6xK9mtdAaT/vTwMl+wSpZe5jwop6CAdNXC/Au66COEiwQ+GAJIwh5sxPR0UIaFiLgeJsQJQlzHGabIkTahLEYZNrEj+g5p10nZgPbKM9Zql07x6BWkNHFAmpDyBGF1mqnjiX ZW7G/eE+2p7jamv5N6+cRKXBH7l26W+V+dqkVigBNdA6eaIs2o6tzUJdFdUTc3v1QlySEiTuE+xQVhVytnfTa1Jta1q97aOv6mMxWr9m6am+Bd3ZIGXP45znnQrJTKR6VKvVKonqajzmIP+yjSPI9RxTlqaJB3hEc84dmoGzfGnXH/mWpkUs0uvi3j4QPsIZQL</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="NZVrpdh5C8DjOb7Xrnzxrnem7YU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvi0WoCCWpgl6Eoh ePFewHtKVMtpt06W4SdjdCCPWvePGgiFd/iDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeV7MmdKO822trK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+/bBYUtFiSS0SSIeyY4HinIW0qZmmtNOLCkIj9O2N76d+u1HKhWLwgedxrQvIAiZzwhoIw3sUi8AIaAyOr2GM6/HowCPBnbZqToz4GXi5q SMcjQG9ldvGJFE0FATDkp1XSfW/QykZoTTSbGXKBoDGUNAu4aGIKjqZ7PjJ/jEKEPsR9JUqPFM/T2RgVAqFZ7pFKBHatGbiv953UT7V/2MhXGiaUjmi/yEYx3haRJ4yCQlmqeGAJHM3IrJCCQQbfIqmhDcxZeXSatWdc+rtfuLcv0mj6OAjtAxqiAXXa I6ukMN1EQEpegZvaI368l6sd6tj3nripXPlNAfWJ8/Ne2T1g==</latexit>
F
ir
st
<latexit sha1_base64="9BWKLZQTfdkK6kj4sbpIjV5Egeo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkk96LEoiMcKpi20oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTcMkmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ94iTlQUyHSkSCUbSSfye0wX6l6tbcOcgq8QpShQLNfuWrN0hYFnOFTFJjup6bYpBTjYJJPi33MsNTysZ0yLuWKhpzE+TzY6fk3CoDEiXalkIyV39P5DQ2ZhKHtjOmODLL3kz8z+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvucDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrT5lG0I3vLLq6RVr3mXtfpDvdq4KeIowSmcwQV4cAUNuIcm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYtK45xcwJ/IHz+QPcmo62</latexit>
S
ec
on
d
<latexit sha1_base64="vzqIYv8YXaCYboFCYpdMExLu1tw=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe5ioWXQxjKi+YDkCHt7c8mavd1jd08IIf/BxkIRW/+Pnf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8MOVMG8/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopWWmKDap5FJ1QqKRM4FNwwzHTqqQJCHHdji6mfntJ1SaSfFgxikGCRkIFjNKjJVa90iliPrlilf15nBXiZ+TCuRo9MtfvUjSLEFhKCdad30vNcGEKMMox2mpl2lMCR2RAXYtFSRBHUzm107dM6tEbiyVLWHcufp7YkISrcdJaDsTYoZ62ZuJ/3ndzMRXwYSJNDMo6GJRnHHXSHf2uhsxhdTwsSWEKmZvdemQKEKNDahkQ/CXX14lrVrVv6jW7mqV+nUeRxFO4BTOwYdLqMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AILjjxQ=</latexit>
aavg = 0.48(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="16uMD2X9G2NivJh LzvcXfz2CXoI=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGTbAIdROSWrAboejGZQX7gDaEyXTSDp 2ZhJlJocQu/BU3LhRx62+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cIKZEKsf5Ngpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6BeXjU llEiEG6hiEaiG0CJKeG4pYiiuBsLDFlAcScY32Z+Z4KFJBF/UNMYewwOOQkJgkpLvnkC/T6Da iRYCifD2bVj1+qV6oVvlh3bmcNaJW5OyiBH0ze/+oMIJQxzhSiUsuc6sfJSKBRBFM9K/UTiGK IxHOKephwyLL10nn9mnWtlYIWR0I8ra67+3kghk3LKAj2ZZZXLXib+5/USFda9lPA4UZijxaE woZaKrKwMa0AERopONYFIEJ3VQiMoIFK6spIuwV3+8ippV2330q7e18qNm7yOIjgFZ6ACXHAFG uAONEELIPAInsEreDOejBfj3fhYjBaMfOcY/IHx+QNBrJTw</latexit>
atyp = 0.52(8)
<latexit sha1_base64="RhGJEed95IensXT CiAHzTuWG4QY=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyxC3QwzVbEboejGZQX7gHYYMmmmDU 0yQ5IRytiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o2ZtgttPRA4nHMv9+SECaNKu+63tbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+zae/tN FacSkwaOWSzbIVKEUUEammpG2okkiIeMtMLhTe63HohUNBb3epQQn6O+oBHFSBspsA9R0OVID yTPjD2+cp2LSrl6Gtgl13EngIvEm5ESmKEe2F/dXoxTToTGDCnV8dxE+xmSmmJGxsVuqkiC8B D1ScdQgThRfjbJP4YnRunBKJbmCQ0n6u+NDHGlRjw0k3lWNe/l4n9eJ9VR1c+oSFJNBJ4eilI GdQzzMmCPSoI1GxmCsKQmK8QDJBHWprKiKcGb//IiaVYc78yp3J2XatezOgrgCByDMvDAJaiBW 1AHDYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYzq6ZM12DsAfWJ8/c2SVEA==</latexit>
atyp =  0.24(6)
<latexit sha1_base64="y+PqoGf3Hbi1vwFREkIp3EMzpcs=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV6 2vqAsXbgaLUBeGpBZ1IxTduKxgH9CGMJlO2qGTSZiZCCVk46+4caGIWz/DnX/jpM1CqwcuHM65l3vv8WNGpbLtL6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt7HRklApM2jlgkej6ShFFO2ooqRnqxICj0Gen6 k5vc7z4QIWnE79U0Jm6IRpwGFCOlJc88QN4gRGoswlTb2dWpbdUbtfMTz6zalj0D/EucglRBgZZnfg6GEU5CwhVmSMq+Y8fKTZFQFDOSVQaJJDHCEzQifU05Col009kDGTzWyhAGkdDFFZypPyd SFEo5DX3dmR8rF71c/M/rJyq4dFPK40QRjueLgoRBFcE8DTikgmDFppogLKi+FeIxEggrnVlFh+AsvvyXdOqWc2bV7xrV5nURRxkcgiNQAw64AE1wC1qgDTDIwBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnv89aSUczsg 18wPr4B36OVRA==</latexit>
aavg =  0.21(3)
<latexit sha1_base64="AYBNJlERbM3HlqcdWFgDFQeXDrY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV6 2vqAsXboJFqAtD0gq6EYpuXFawD2hDmEwn7dCZSZiZFErIxl9x40IRt36GO//GSZuFVg9cOJxzL/feE8SUSOU4X0ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndM/cPOjJKBMJtFNFI9AIoMSUctxVRFPdigSELKO4G k9vc706xkCTiD2oWY4/BESchQVBpyTePoD9gUI0FS+F0lF2fO3bdrTXOfLPq2M4c1l/iFqQKCrR883MwjFDCMFeIQin7rhMrL4VCEURxVhkkEscQTeAI9zXlkGHppfMHMutUK0MrjIQurqy5+nM ihUzKGQt0Z36sXPZy8T+vn6jwyksJjxOFOVosChNqqcjK07CGRGCk6EwTiATRt1poDAVESmdW0SG4yy//JZ267Tbs+v1FtXlTxFEGx+AE1IALLkET3IEWaAMEMvAEXsCr8Wg8G2/G+6K1ZBQzh +AXjI9vpiSVHw==</latexit>
aavg = 0.44(3)
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FIG. S2. Exact diagonalization results for Anderson local-
ization, showing the h-dependence of the average and typical
exponents γ(h) governing the maximal polarization scaling
as in Eq. (4.2). The upper panels show the largest polariza-
tion and the bottom panels the second largest. Left column:
Ground state  = 0. Right column: High-energy eigenstate
 = 0.5. One sees in all cases a semi-log behavior, with aver-
age and typical values very close to one another, in contrast
with MBL. Bold lines are fits of the form a+ b log h, with the
parameters indicated on the plot.
Here, we show how average and typical values of the
different quantities considered in this paper behave in a
very similar way for Anderson localized eigenstates. In
particular, we show in Figs. S1 and S2 respectively that
the decay exponents with system size of the third small-
est eigenvalue e3 of the covariance matrix (4.1), and of
the maximal polarization (4.2) have identical scalings for
typical and average values, at variance with high-energy
MBL results, see discussions in Sec. IV. In addition, the
bottom panels of Fig. S2 show the exponent γ(h) for the
second most polarized site, which is similar to the most
polarized shown in the top panels of Fig. S2.
Appendix B: Many-body localization
1. Other eigenvalues of the covariance matrix ei≥3
In Fig. S3 we look at the first few non-zero eigenvalues
of the covariance matrix ei≥3 at high energy in the MBL
phase. As in the case of the ground state [5], we observe
that they all vanish algebraically with the system size.
This further confirms that, as argued in Sec. III C, the
chain breaking mechanism happens not only at one site,
but at a set of sites {i0} in the thermodynamic limit.
The average decay exponents given in Table II are seen
to slightly increase with index i, while the typical decay
exponents are almost independent of the index i.
2. Strong disorder distributions
To understand the relationship between the different
exponents at strong disorder in the MBL phase, given in
Fig. 10, it is useful to look at the distribution of the cor-
responding observables. In that respect, Fig. S4 shows
that both the energy variance e3 and the maximal po-
larization feature several peaks, have a large negative
skewness, and are not self-averaging. Non-zero skew-
ness entails that average and typical values are different,
and the non self-averaging character indicates that this
difference will persist even in the thermodynamic limit.
For both quantities, as system size is increased, weight
is transferred from large to small values. In the case of
the variance, see Fig. S4 (a), this weight transfer comes
with a very visible shift of the whole distribution toward
smaller values. In the case of the maximal polarization
shown in Fig. S4 (b), such a shift is also visible but is far
less important. We can thus expect the average maximal
polarization exponent – mainly influenced by a shift of
the distribution, which here is tiny — to be significantly
smaller than the typical exponent — mainly influenced
i 3 4 5 6
αavg 4.67(3) 4.77(3) 4.90(3) 5.07(2)
αtyp 5.4(1) 5.1(1) 5.2(1) 5.5(1)
TABLE II. Decay exponent αi of the ith eigenvalue of the
covariance matrix, estimated from the average and typical
values at h = 15 shown in Fig. S3.
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FIG. S3. Scaling of the smallest eigenvalues ei of the covari-
ance matrix with the inverse system size 1/L, in the MBL
phase at disorder h = 15. (a) Scaling of the average values.
(b) Scaling of the typical values. The data are obtained from
at least 20 000 samples, using one to ten eigenstate(s) per
sample.
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FIG. S4. Distributions deep in the MBL phase, at disorder
h = 100. (a) Distribution of the variance e3. (b) Distribution
of the maximal polarization.
by weight transfer. This is confirmed by the numeri-
cal computation of the exponents plotted in the inset
of Fig. 10, which yields γtyp(h) ' 2γavg(h). By con-
trast, in the case of the variance both the weight transfer
and shift are important, and we accordingly observe that
αtyp(h) ' αavg(h).
